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Abstract—The cloud computing paradigm has appeared: 
large-scale distributed calculations based on a pool of abstract, 
virtualized, dynamically redistributable computational resources, 
granted to external users via Internet on their demands. A cloud 
computing environments (CCE) get wider application for 
solution of large-scale scientific and technical problems from 
various subject domains, such as high-energy physics, sciences 
about the Earth; chemistry and biology; cosmology and 
astrophysics; ecological and man-made safety; industry, 
pharmacology and pharmacy; material science; oil and gas 
production; medicine, etc.. The specific feature of such large-
scale scientific problems is their complex inner structure, which, 
as a rule, consists of several data coupled subtasks. Besides, it 
happens rather often that efficiency of such subtasks 
considerably depends on the type of computational resource, 
which is used for their implementation. In our work “A modified 
method of multi-agent resource dispatching in a heterogeneous 
cloud environment” we present the formal problem statement of 
multi-agent resource dispatching in a heterogeneous cloud 
environment, and also we proposed the multi-agent CCE 
dispatcher functioning principles. This article presents the 
algorithms of the task agent and the recourse agent of multi-
agent resource dispatching in a heterogeneous cloud environment.  
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I. THE ALGORITHM OF THE TASK AGENT 

When Customer has placed the task graph ( , )l l lG Q X  of 

the task lZ  on the BB, the graph gets the agent lAZ . The main 

function of the agent lAZ  is to minimize the solution time of 

the task lZ . Since the solution time of the task lZ , first of all, 
depends on the execution time of the most complex thread (the 
critical path) of the graph ( , )l l lG Q X , then, in the first place, 
the agent is to distribute its subtasks to the CCE resources. For 
this, the agent selects the most complex thread in the task graph 
and specifies the required (possible) execution start time 

1
s currt t . After that, it places the thread 1H  on the BB for 

execution. 

When the agents of all resources jR ( 1,2,..., )i N  have 

analysed their execution capabilities of the thread 1H , they 

represent their “propositions” to the agent lAZ  of the task lZ . 

The agent lAZ  chooses the “proposition” from the agent pAR , 

which is capable to provide execution of such subthread, for 
1 1 1 1
1 1 2 1, ,...,p bq q q H H which the value  
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is the highest. Here 1
iv  ( 1, 2,..., )i b  is the computational 

complexity of the subtask iO , assigned to the vertices 
1 1

1i pq H ; 1
fpt  is the execution completion time of the subthread 

1
1pH , calculated by formula (2). 

The agent pAR  joins the society lR , which solves the task 

lZ . The number of the agent pAR , responsible for execution of 

the subthread vertices, and their execution time, calculated by 
formula (3), are assigned to all vertices of the subthread 1

1pH  of 

the graph ( , )l l lG Q X . 

Then the agent lAZ  removes the subthread 1
1H  from the 

thread 1H . As a result, a new thread 2
1 1H H  is formed. The 

agent lAZ  assigns to this new thread the possible execution 

start time 2
st , specified by the execution time of the subthread 

1
1pH , i.e. 2 1

s fpt t . After that, the agent lAZ  places the thread 
2
1H  on the BB for execution.  

Further on, the agent lAZ  once again collects the 
propositions, concerning participation in execution of the 
thread 2

1H , from the agents jAR ( 1, 2,..., )j N . It chooses the 

“proposition” from the agent cAR , which is capable to provide 

execution of such subthread 2 1 1 1
1 1 2, ,...,c b b mq q q  H ( )m k , 

for which the value cE  (see formula (5)) is the highest. As a 

result, the agent cAR  joins the society lR . The number of the 

agent cAR , responsible for execution of the subthread 2
1cH , and 

the execution time 1
jt  calculated by formula (6), are assigned to 

all vertices of the subthread 2
1cH  of the graph ( , )l l lG Q X . 
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The same process continues until all vertices (subtasks) of 
the thread 1H  are distributed, i.e. a new subthread 1

m  H .  

The task agent lAZ  removes the thread 1H  from the task 

graph ( , )l l lG Q X , and, as a result, a new graph 
1 1 1

1( , ) ( , )l l l l l lG Q X G Q X H  is formed. In this graph the task 

agent lAZ  selects the most complex thread 2H , which is 
placed on the BB for execution. When all vertices (subtasks) of 
the thread 2 2 2

2 1 2, ,..., rq q q H  are taken by the agents 

jAR ( 1, 2,..., )j N , in the graph ( , )l l lG Q X  each vertex of 

the thread 2H  gets the number of the corresponding agent 

pAR assigned to this vertex, and the execution time 
2
it ( 1, 2,..., )i r . Then the task agent lAZ  is to check initial 

data consistency for the subtask bO , assigned to the vertex 1
bq  

of the thread 1H , incident with the target vertex of the thread 

2H . For this, the task agent lAZ  compares the execution 

completion time 2
ft  of the thread 2H , calculated by formula (7), 

with the execution time 1
1bt   of the previous vertex 1

1bq   of the 

thread 1H . If 2 1
1r bt t  , then it means that the results of 

execution of the thread 2H  and required for execution of the 

subtask bO  will be obtained later than the results of execution 

of the operation 1bO   assigned to the vertex 1bq   of the thread 

1H . In this case the task agent lAZ  is to correct the execution 

time for all next vertices 1 1 1
1, ,...,b b kq q q  of the thread 1H  

increasing them by the value 2 1
f 1bt t t    . 

Then the thread 2H  is removed from the task graph 

( , )l l lG Q X , and a new graph 2 2 2 1 1 1
2( , ) ( , )l l l l l lG Q X G Q X H  is 

formed. In this graph the most complex thread 3H  is selected, 

and the agent lAZ  places it on the BB for execution (see 
Figure I). The process continues until all vertices of the task 
graph ( , )l l lG Q X  are assigned to the agents 

jAR ( 1,2,..., )j N  and their scheduled execution time is 

specified. After that the agent lAZ  of the task lZ  informs 

Customer about the scheduled solution time k
lt  of its task lZ , 

calculated by formula which the value  
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FIGURE I.  THE GRAPH 2 2 2( , )l l lG Q X  MODIFIED BY THE AGENT lAZ  

If Customer agrees with the suggested solution time of its 
task lZ , then the agent lAZ  informs all agents of the society 

lR  that it is necessary to execute their operations. 

A formal algorithm of the agent i b  of the task lZ , 
developed according to the given description, is presented 
below. 

II. THE ALGORITHM 1 

1) 1j  ; ( , ) ( , )j j j
l l l l l lG Q X G Q X ; l  R . 

2) The most complex thread 1 2, ,...,j j j
j kq q q H  is 

selected in the graph ( , )j j j
l l lG Q X : For this thread the value 

1

k
j

j i
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   is the highest. Here j
iv  is the computational 

complexity of the operation j
iO  assigned to the vertex j

iq  
( 1, 2,..., )i k . 

3) 1m  ; m
j jH H ; s curr

mt t . 
4) The agent lAZ  places the thread on the BB for 

execution. 
5) 1r  ; 0p  ; pE   . 
6) The agent receives a “proposition” to execute the 

subthread 1 2, ,...,m j j j m
jr b jq q q H H  ( )b k , and the 

execution start time s
m
rt  and execution completion time f

m
rt  

from the agent rAR . 
7) If f s

1

/
b

j m m
r i r p

i

E v t t E


   , where j
iv  is the computational 

complexity of the vertex j
iq  ( 1, 2,..., )i b , then go to 9, else 

8) p rE E ; p r  
9) 1r r  ; if r N , then go to 6, else. 
10) The agent pAR  joins the society lR  which executes the 

task lZ , and is responsible for execution of the thread m
jpH : In 

the graph ( , )j j j
l l lG Q X  the number of the agent pAR  and the 

execution time are assigned to the vertices of the thread m
jpH . 

The execution time is calculated as follows 
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11) 1m m m
j j jp
 H H H ; if 1m

j
  H , then go to 13, else 
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12) 1m m  ; s , 1( / )m b
f b b pt t d Y  ; go to 4. 

13) If 1j   or 1
1

j j
k ft t 

 , where к
jt  is the completion time of 

the thread jH ; 1
1

j
bt

  is the execution time of the vertex 1

1
j

bq 
  of 

the thread 1 1 1
1 1 2, ,...,j j j

j rq q q  
  H , the vertex 1j

bq   which 
is incident with the target vertex j

kq  of the thread jH , go to 
15, else 

14) In the graph ( , )l l lG Q X  a new prearranged execution 
time 1 1j j

i it t T     ( , 1,..., )i b b r   is assigned to the 
vertices 1 1 1

1, ,..., ,j j j
b b rq q q  

  of the thread 1jq H : Here 
1
1

j j
k bT t t 

   . The agent cAR , which is responsible for 
execution of the vertices 1 1,...,j j

b rq q   of the thread 1jH , is 
usually informed about correction of the execution time. 

15) 1 1 1( , ) ( , )j j j j j j
l l l l l l j
   G Q X G Q X H , if 1 1 1( , )j j j

l l l
    G Q X , 

then go to 17, else 
16) 1j j  , go to 2. 
17) Customer is informed about the scheduled solution time 

, 1( / )k
l k k k pt t d Y   of its task lZ , where kt  is the execution 

time of the target vertex kq  of the graph ( , )l l lG Q X , , 1k kd   is 
the size of the result data assigned to the edge outgoing from 
the target vertex kq ; pY  is the bandwidth capacity of the 
channel of the resource pR , which is responsible for execution 
of the vertex kq . 

18) If Customer agrees with the scheduled solution time of 
its task lZ , then the agent lAZ  informs all agents of the 
society lR  that it is necessary to execute their operations. 

19) If the agent p lAR  R  reports that execution of its 
thread 1 2, ,...,m j j j

jp bq q q H  is completed, then the agent 

lAZ  compares the scheduled completion time f
jt  of the thread 

with the current time currt : Here the scheduled completion time 
is calculated as f , 1( / )j j j

b b b pt t d Y  , where j
bt  is the execution 

time, assigned to the target vertex 1 m
b ipq H ; , 1

j
b bd   is the size 

of data, assigned to the outgoing edge of the thread m
ipH . If 

curr f
jt t , then Customer is informed that solution of its task 

lZ  is delayed for curr f
jt t t   , and the scheduled execution 

time of all next vertices of the graph ( , )l l lG Q X  is increased 
by t . 

20) If the target vertex j
bq  of the thread m

jpH  is the target 
vertex kq  of the graph ( , )l l lG Q X , then Customer is informed 
that its task lZ  is executed. The task lZ  is removed from the 
BB. 

III. CONCLUSIONS THE RESOURCE AGENT ALGORITHM 

The agent pAR  is to search job for its resource pR . For this 

the agent pAR  asks regularly the BB, and if it finds a certain 

thread m
jH , placed for execution by the agent lAZ  of the task 

lZ , it tries to join the society lR  which is responsible for its 

execution. So the agent pAR  selects in the thread 

1 2, ,...,m j j j
j kq q q H  a subthread 1 2, ,...,m j j j

jp bq q q H  

( )b k . The subtasks, assigned to the vertices of the subthread 
m
jpH , belong to a set pO , i.e. a set of subtasks, executed by the 

resource pR . 

Besides, the agent pAR  specifies the time s
m
pt , when it is 

able to start execution of the subthread m
jpH  (i.e. when it has 

executed all operations, assigned to it earlier), and also the 
execution completion time f

m
pt  of the subthread m

jpH , calculated 

by formula (2).  

The selected subthread m
jpH  is sent to the agent lAZ  of the 

task lZ  as a “proposition” from the agent pAR  for joining the 

society lR , responsible for execution of the task lZ . If the 

“proposition” from the agent pAR  is the best among all others, 

i.e. the value pE , calculated by formula (5), is the highest 

subthread m
jpH , the agent pAR  gets confirmation, that the 

subthread m
jpH  is assigned to it. 

The agent pAR  starts execution of the thread m
jpH  precisely 

according to the scheduled execution start time sp
mt  (see Figure 

II). Before execution of any subtask j
iO , assigned to the vertex 

j
iq  ( 1, 2,..., )i b  of the thread m

jpH , the agent pAR  checks 

availability of all initial data required for execution. If some 
initial data is not available, then the agent pAR  goes to a 

standby mode. When all initial data, required for execution of 
the subtask j

iO , is available the agent pAR  starts execution of 

the subtask j
iO  with the help of its own resource pR . When all 

subtasks assigned to the vertices of the subthread m
jpH  are 

executed, the agent pAR  informs the agent of the task lZ  about 

execution of the thread m
jpH . 

t
s
f
pt

fq1

f
ft

f
rqf

iq

 

FIGURE II.  THE EXECUTION OF THE SUBTHREAD m
jpH  BY THE 

AGENT pAR  

The following formal algorithm corresponds to the process, 
described above. 

IV. THE ALGORITHM 2 

1) The agent pAR  asks the BB and tries to find job for its 
resource pR . 

2) If the agent pAR  has found a thread 

1 2, ,...,m j j j
j kq q q H  of the task lZ , placed on the BB by the 

agent m
jH , then it selects a subthread 1 2, ,...,m j j j

jp bq q q H  
( )b k in the thread m

jH , whose vertices fulfill the condition 
j

i pO  O ( 1,2,..., )j b , where j
iO  are subtasks assigned to 

the vertex j
iq of the thread m

jpH . 
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3) The agent pAR  specifies the execution start time s
m
pt  

and the execution completion time f
m
pt  for the thread m

jpH  as 
follows 

 

, 1
f s

1 ( )

jjb
b bm m i

p p
i p i p

dv
t t

S O Y




  
 (4) 

4) The “proposition” from the agent pAR  to participate in 
execution of the thread m

jH  of the task lZ  is sent to the agent 

lAZ . 
5) If the agent lAZ  confirms, that the agent pAR  has 

joined the society lR , then the agent pAR  starts execution of 
the thread 1 2, ,...,m j j j

jp bq q q H  in the time s
m
pt . 

6) 1i   
7) The agent pAR  checks availability of the initial data 

required for execution of the subtask j
iO  assigned to the 

vertex j m
i jpq H : If the initial data is not available, the agent 

pAR  goes to a standby mode. 
8) When the required initial data is available, the agent 

pAR  executes the subtask j
iO  with the help of its resource pR . 

9) 1i i  , if i b , then go to 7, else 
10) The agent pAR  informs the agent of the task lZ  that 

the subtasks of the thread m
jpH  are executed  

11) Go to 1. 
To estimate the efficiency of the suggested methods and 

algorithms of CCE multi-agent dispatcher during solution of a 
flow of large-scale scientific problems, it is necessary to 
analyze functioning of the CCE in various modes. Due to the 
fact, that the simulated computational environment is a 
complex system, it is necessary to organize a targeted 
experiment for its complete research. 

Since the CCE consists of a great number of nodes, we 
suggest to use the average value of the coefficient of system 
nodes relative load as a criterion, which describes efficiency of 
the developed methods and algorithms in relation to loading of 
computational resources. The coefficient of system nodes 
relative load is the ratio of the processor time, spent on solution 
of useful tasks by all nodes, to the total processor time spent by 
all nodes during operating of the system. From now forward let 
us use identify this parameter as Y1. 

For research we have chosen several parameters of the 
system to estimate their influence on Y: 

 the number of nodes; 

 the rate of new tasks; 

 the performance of nodes; 

 the bandwidth capacity of the data channel among the 
nodes; 

 the computational complexity of tasks;  

 sizes of data transferred among subtasks; 

 the number of subtasks in the task. 

Due to the extremely large number of experiments, required 
for analysis of influence of various values and parameter 
combinations on CCE efficiency, we have decided to divide all 
variable parameters of the model into three groups according to 
their degree of impact on the parameter Y1: 

 primary parameters which specify the application area 
of the system (the number of nodes and rate of new 
tasks). 

 secondary parameters which characterize separate 
nodes and tasks existing in the system (the 
performance of the nodes, the bandwidth capacity of 
data channels in the node, the computational 
complexity of tasks and size of data transferred among 
subtasks). 

 tertiary (subjective) parameters which depend only on 
the user, and therefore hardly predictable (the number 
of subtasks in some task). 

To make experiments for various sets of parameters, 
mentioned above, in close-to-real conditions we have 
implemented a distributed program model of a CCE with a 
multi-agent dispatcher, which contained the following 
components: 

 a program agent and a program agent interface; 

 a bulletin board; 

 a visual user interface; 

 a visual administrator interface. 

The block diagram of the architecture of the complex is 
given in Figure 3. 

The interface of the program agent is given in Figure 4. 

The visual user interface is intended to: 

 describe user tasks; 

 place input data on the bulletin board;  

 receive task execution results from the bulletin board.  

The visual user interface is given in Figures 5 and 6. 

The visual administrator interface is intended to: 

 input and edit configuration data of hardware and 
software tools and save them in configuration files. 

 stop, restart of certain user tasks, placed on the selected 
bulletin board.  

 port user applications among computational nodes; 

 demonstrate current placing of user applications in the 
network; 

 demonstrate current status of computational resources 
and loading of network channels. 

The visual administrator interface is given in Figure III-VI. 
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FIGURE III.  THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE SOFTWARE 

 
FIGURE IV.  THE PROGRAM AGENT INTERFACE 

 
FIGURE V.  VISUAL USER INTERFACE 
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FIGURE VI.  VISUAL TASK EDITOR INTERFACE 

  
FIGURE VII.  VISUAL ADMINISTRATOR INTERFACE 

For the developed distributed CCE program model with 
multi-agent dispatcher we have designed a test stand, which 
contained 10 computational modules. Each module consisted of 
1 to 16 processor cores, connected by a shared network with 
the bandwidth capacity up to 1000 Mbit per second. Taking 
into account capabilities of virtualization, the test stand has 
provided simulation of a CCE operating with various values of 
the initial parameters such as: 

 the size of resources of the CCE; 

 the performance of resources during solution of 
subtasks of various types; 

 the bandwidth of the channels, which connect 
resources with cloud infrastructure; 

On the base of parameter combinations, formed earlier, we 
have performed sets of experiments for various groups of 
system parameters.  
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The research results have proved that the suggested method 
is efficient, the values of the parameter Y1 in various sets of 
experiments (even for large number of system nodes) remain 
high enough. The final average value of efficiency of executors 
is 71.53 for all sets of experiments.  

So, in spite of the fact, that CCE dispatching during task 
solution is realized at the level of executors, loading of 
computational resources remains high enough. That is why it is 
possible to conclude that the developed methods and 
algorithms are effective from the system executors’ point of 
view [10-12]. 

Research results has proved that the main advantage of the 
suggested multi-agent approach to resource dispatching in CCE 
is adaptation of computational process to computational 
capabilities of CCE resources. Besides, in comparison to 
traditional, centralized organization of the dispatcher of the 
cloud environment, in this case requirements to servers 
(bulletin boards) become more simple. Owing to this, penalty 
of cloud environment organization can be considerably reduced. 
As a result, cost of cloud computations can also be reduced, 
and process of cloud environment scaling can be simplified. 

So, it is possible to conclude, that the suggested approach is 
usable for design of enterprise CCEs for solution of a flow of 
large-scale tasks. Owing to such CCEs it will be possible to 
increase considerably efficiency of computational equipment 
usage, and to increase flexibility and fault tolerance of 
computational process.  
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